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3 Centre Development Controls 

3.1 East Leppington Neighbourhood Centre 

This section outlines specific development objectives and controls relating to the design, development and 

operation of the Neighbourhood Centre identified in the Indicative Layout Plan at Figure 2-1 . 

This section provides specific controls which are additional to the Centre controls in Section 5 of the Main 

DCP. Under the Liverpool Growth Centre Precinct Plan a maximum gross floor area of 2,500m2 applies to 

retail premises within the Neighbourhood Centre. The location of the Neighbourhood Centre is shown in 

Figure 3-1 . 

 

Figure 3-1 : Location of Neighbourhood Centre 
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Objectives 

a. To create a vibrant, mixed use Neighbourhood Centre with a range of small-scale retail, commercial and 

community uses for convenience shopping, employment and services for people living and working in the 

surrounding neighbourhood. 

b. To encourage a high standard of development and an attractive environment within the Neighbourhood 

Centre. 

c. To ensure active street frontages and a centre connected to public transport, walking and cycling routes. 

d. To encourage centre design that responds to and addresses the open space adjacent to the east of the 

Neighbourhood Centre. 

e. To promote a sense of place and focal point for the local community. 

Controls 

Note: Refer to Section 5.3.1 of the Main DCP. A Masterplan is required for all development in the centre. 

1. Development is to be consistent with the Desired future layout of the Neighbourhood Centre as shown in 

Figure 3.2 . 

2. Where proposed development varies from the Desired future layout, the applicant is to demonstrate 

consistency with the development principles in clause 5.2 of the Main DCP and the following controls 

and design principles for this Precinct. 

3. The masterplan for the centre is to include a public domain landscape and urban design plan which  

establishes: 

i. Preferred materials, colours and finishes for paving and footpaths and other public 

spaces; 

ii. Preferred street tree species; 

iii. Specifications for street furniture including seating, lighting, signage, bike facilities; 

and 

iv. Public art. 

4. Subsequent development will need to accord with the public domain landscape and urban design plan 

unless it is a significant advancement of the plan and fulfils the development principles of the DCP. 

Built Form and Land Use 

5. In addition to providing active frontages along local streets (Figure 3-2 ), provide active frontages to the 

local square and other suitable areas within the centre to create a lively, safe and attractive environment.  

6. Provide a safe and attractive “green” link for pedestrians, cyclists and users of the centre between 

Camden Valley Way, the retail centre, the local park and the Bonds Creek corridor. 
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7. Weather protection via awnings or verandahs is required to retail frontages, together with sunshading to 

the east facing facades toward the collector road. 

8. Design quality is encouraged via the use of quality, durable and sustainable external materials. 

Transport, Access and Parking 

9. Loading bays/areas are to be located behind buildings and not be visible from parks, wherever possible. 

10. Loading areas that are adjacent to land zoned for residential uses are to include visual and acoustic 

screening to protect the amenity of residents. 

11. Vehicular access into and out of the Highway Service Centre on Camden Valley Way is to be left in and 

left out only.  

12. Vehicular access from the Highway Service Centre on Camden Valley Way into the retail centre1 is 

permitted in one direction only. All traffic into and out of the retail centre is to be via local streets and the 

collector road. Vehicular access back onto Camden Valley Way is via the traffic lights at the intersection 

with Camden Valley Way, the new collector road and Cowpasture Road. 

13. No vehicular access is permitted from the retail centre back into the Highway Service Centre and onto 

Camden Valley Way.   

14. Site service areas and car parking viewed from public streets and residential areas are to be effectively 

screened with landscaping or other measures while still enabling reasonable surveillance of these 

spaces. 

Public Domain 

15. Provide a small local square as the focus for retail activity with active edges and access to northern sun 

and views across the Main Street to open space and the Bonds Creek corridor. 

16. North facing footpaths are to allow for widening or increased setbacks, to maximise solar access and 

opportunities for outdoor retail activities (such as outdoor cafes and dining).  

17. Street tree planting may include appropriate use of exotic species in key locations (e.g. local square) to 

provide contrast to the native tree character established elsewhere throughout the Precinct and to allow 

for sunlight access in winter and shade in summer.  

18. Street furniture, lighting, paving, planting and the like is to be provided in the public domain in 

accordance with Council’s “Streetscape and Parking Guideline”. 

Note: The desired future layout for the Neighbourhood Centre is provided in Figure 3-2. Refer also to Section 5.3 of the 

Main DCP. 

                                                      

1The consent of the Roads and Maritime Service (RMS) is required for vehicular access to Camden Valley Way. 
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Figure 3-2 : Desired future layout of the Neighbourhood Centre 
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3.2 Neighbourhood shops in residential areas 

Neighbourhood shops are permitted under the Growth Centres SEPP in residential zones. These shops are 

typically to serve the needs of local residents and are restricted to a gross floor area of 100m2.  

Development should be consistent with the controls stipulated in either the Low Density Residential or 

Medium Density Residential sections of the Main DCP, and should also consider controls, as relevant in the 

Commercial Centres Section of the Main DCP. 

The following are additional design controls for these uses. 
 

Objective 

a. To support neighbourhood shops in suitable locations and where they contribute to a walkable 

neighbourhood. 

b. To ensure that development provides for the amenity of residents living in the surrounding locality. 

 
Controls 

 
1. Small neighbourhood shops (eg corner shops), located outside the nominated Neighbourhood Centre, 

are encouraged where they serve a particular market need and can be integrated with surrounding land 

uses. 

2. Developments are to: 

i. demonstrate how the location contributes to walkability and provides for a particular market 

need; 

ii. examine its relationship to existing neighbourhood shops, open space networks and the 

nominated Neighbourhood Centre; 

iii. minimise noise transmission, loss of privacy and provide adequate sunlight access to 

neighbouring dwellings;  

iv. provide details of delivery of goods and management of any waste; and 

v. ensure any signage does not impact on residential occupants in terms of illumination and visual 

impacts. 

Note: The general requirements of section 4.7.1 of the Main DCP deal with the clustering of non-residential 
uses in residential areas where the cumulative impact on residential amenity may be unacceptable. 
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4 Site Specific Controls 

4.1 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Any one proposing to carry out an activity that may harm an Aboriginal object or a declared Aboriginal place 

must investigate, assess and report on the harm (being to destroy, deface, damage or move an object from 

the land) that maybe caused by the activity proposed.  

Within the Liverpool Part of the Precinct, certain land has been surveyed and reported2 upon as part of 

Precinct Planning work. These surveyed properties can rely upon the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Impact 

Assessment Report prepared by Godden Mackay Logan dated June 2012 and titled East Leppington 

Precinct Planning Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Heritage Assessment and Appendix D Lands North of 

Denham Court Road - Aboriginal Archaeological Technical Report to consult with OEH and finalise relevant 

matters regarding Aboriginal cultural heritage prior to subdivision or development.  

Note:  Additional studies may be required as part of a Development Assessment process. 

Refer to Figure 2.5 for those properties which have been surveyed and those that still require an 

archaeological survey for Aboriginal cultural heritage.  

The provisions of this Schedule and Section 2.3.4 of the Main DCP apply.kno whether an  

Objectives 

a. To ensure future development does not adversely impact Aboriginal cultural heritage conservation areas 

or sites of Aboriginal heritage value. 

b. To ensure appropriate management and mitigation measures are implemented for identified Aboriginal 

conservation areas and Aboriginal heritage sites. 

Controls 

1. An Aboriginal archaeological survey is required for those lands identified in Figure 2.5 . This survey is to 

be undertaken by a suitably qualified professional in consultation with the Office of Environment and 

Heritage NSW. Reference should be made to the relevant Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) 

guidelines. 

2. For land where an Aboriginal archaeological survey has been undertaken and a report prepared (as 

identified in footnote 2) consultation is required with OEH to finalise the process steps and approvals 

prior to development of the land. Note: This could be undertaken as a group of landowners or singularly. 

                                                      

2 An Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment Report has been prepared by Godden Mackay Logan dated June 

2012 and titled East Leppington Precinct Planning Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Heritage Assessment. Appendix D 

Lands North of Denham Court Road - Aboriginal Archaeological Technical Report applies specifically to those lands 

surveyed in the Liverpool LGA.  
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3.  Mitigation measures for Aboriginal heritage sites are to be identified and implemented in consultation 

with the OEH as part of the Development Application. 

4. For land in Management Area K1 (Figure 2.5 )  a recommended mitigation strategy have been identified 

in Appendix D to the East Leppington Precinct Planning Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Heritage 

Assessment 2012 requiring consultation with OEH to determine how this may be correctly undertaken.  

5. Where impact to heritage sites can be avoided then appropriate measures (consistent with relevant 

guidelines) and/or avoidance strategies should be employed. 

6. If impacts cannot be avoided then the relevant Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) under the 

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 should be sought from the OEH.  

7. Should any previously unrecorded Aboriginal heritage sites or objects be uncovered during the course of 

future development that are not covered under an existing AHIP, then work in the vicinity of the item 

should cease and the site be reported to the OEH in order to determine the appropriate course of action. 
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4.2 Lands adjacent to or within an Electricity Ease ment 

Objectives 

a. To ensure that development on land near or within electricity easements considers potential impacts on 

the integrity and safety of electricity infrastructure. 

b. To ensure reasonable standards of public amenity and a high quality public domain in the vicinity of 

electricity easements. 

Controls 

1. Restrictions apply to planting and erection of raised public domain elements (such as lightpoles) and are 

identified in the Mains Maintenance Instruction MMI 0015 - Management of Endeavour Energy’s 

electrical easements (Endeavour Energy, 2011) or as revised, for design requirements. 

2. All proposed activities within electricity easements require approval from the relevant infrastructure 

agency. Applicants should consult with these agencies and obtain the relevant approvals prior to 

submitting a Development Application to Council.  Evidence of approval is to be submitted with the 

Development Application. 

3. Subdivision of residential land containing easements is to be generally consistent with the desired future 

subdivision layout in Figure 2-19  and Figure 2-20 . 

4. Within land shown as Very Low Density Residential on the ILP, the location of dwellings and substantial 

structures (as defined by  Endeavour Energy) is to be consistent with Figure 4-1  and the following design 

principles: 

i) Dwellings and substantial structures are to be located outside the easement. 

ii) Access to the easement for inspections and maintenance is not to be unduly restricted, 

therefore in certain circumstance where an easement is located within backyards or at 

the side of dwellings it is to be consistent with the requirements of the infrastructure 

agency.  

 

Figure 4-1 :  Location of dwellings - land affected by Endeavour Energy electricity easement 
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5. Any proposed ground level changes and or road crossings within the easement may require the 

transmission line to be reconstructed or modified to provide the requirement clearance. All costs 

associated with any reconstruction or modifications are the responsibility of the applicant. 

4.3 Land adjacent to or affected by a Gas Easement 

Objectives 

a. To ensure development on land near or within gas easements considers potential impacts on the 

integrity and safety of the gas pipeline. 

b. To ensure reasonable standards of residential amenity, safety and a high quality residential environment 

in the vicinity of high pressure gas easements. 

Controls 

1. Development and use of land within the easement is restricted by the conditions of the easement and 

applicants should demonstrate compliance with any restrictions imposed by the easement when 

submitting applications for development.  

2. The following development within the easement must be referred to the relevant infrastructure agency  

for approval prior to any works being commenced, and evidence of the infrastructure agency’s 

agreement must be submitted with the Development Application: 

i) Excavation, blasting or other earthworks. 

ii) Any improvements or installations (e.g. Buildings, roads, footpaths fencing or other 

structures). 

iii) Transport or parking of heavy vehicles. 

iv) Planting or cultivating trees within five metres of the pipeline. 

3. Dwellings and other buildings are to be located outside the gas easement. 

4. Subdivision of land containing easements should be minimal, however battle-axe lots and differently 

configured lots may be appropriate in some locations to maximise the development potential of land 

while avoiding impacts on the easement. Refer to Figures 2.19 and 2.20 for an indicative lot layout. 

5. Reference should be made to AS2885 in relation to sensitive land uses that may be restricted within a 

certain distance (referred to as the Zone of Influence) of the gas pipeline.  Sensitive land uses include 

(but are not limited to) schools, hospitals, aged care facilities and community facilities.  Applicants should 

consult with the organisation responsible for the gas pipeline to determine specific requirements. 

6. To the satisfaction of the infrastructure agency, landscaping (including tree planting), other than 

groundcover, is not permitted within 5m of the pipelines. 
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4.4 Lands adjacent to Camden Valley Way & Denham Co urt Road 

Refer also to Section 2.3.9 and Section 4 of the Main DCP. 

Objectives  

a. To ensure appropriate access to residential lands located next to Camden Valley Way and Denham 

Court Road. 

b. To ensure reasonable standards of residential amenity and a high quality residential environment in the 

vicinity of Camden Valley Way and Denham Court Road. 

c. To ensure residential dwellings are not adversely impacted by traffic noise through appropriate setbacks 

and noise attenuation measures. 

Controls 

1. Residential development should be configured and designed to comply with the Indicative Layout Plan at 

Figure 2-1 . 

2. Land adjoining Camden Valley Way and Denham Court Road3 shall be accessed by vehicles via 

adjacent local streets within the Precinct. 

3. Where temporary access may be required for construction purposes to land along Camden Valley Way 

which entails crossing the gas easement, the temporary crossing is to be undertaken by the 

builder/developer to the satisfaction of the gas provider and with the approval of the Roads and Maritime 

Services (RMS).  

4. Depending on the subdivision design the siting of dwellings to Camden Valley Way shall be consistent 

with Figure 4-2  or Figure 4-3  and the following controls: 

i) Dwellings must address the local street, running parallel to Camden Valley Way; and 

ii) Principal private open space must be located to the rear of dwellings so that the 

buildings provide acoustic shielding, with consideration given to the levels of solar 

access and amenity as required elsewhere in the Main DCP. 

5. Noise levels within the development are to comply with the Noise Criteria in Table 3.1 of Development 

Near Rail Corridors and Busy Roads – Interim Guideline (Department of Planning 2008. Possible design 

solutions to minimise the impact of traffic noise for dwellings include: 

i) Locating noise sensitive areas such as bedrooms and living rooms away from the noise 

source and less sensitive areas such as bathrooms, laundries, kitchens and storage 

closest to the noise source. 

                                                      

3 The northern part of Denham Court Road, to be replaced by the re-alignment and upgrade of Denham Court Road with 

Ingleburn Road, is to be retained as a local street as indicated on the ILP. Access to residential lots is permitted for this 

portion providing for a loop road with access denied to Camden Valley Way and the main collector road to the south. 
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ii) Providing mechanical air ventilation to eliminate the need for opening windows to 

achieve adequate ventilation. 

iii) Providing laminated or double-glazed windows with acoustic seals. 

iv) Minimising the number of doors and windows on the noisy side of the dwelling. 

6. Prior to undertaking any work at the existing Denham Court Road overbridge, the Heritage Branch 

should be contacted to determine if the stone abutments are relics or works as defined in the Heritage 

Act and whether a permit under section 139 of the Heritage Act is required. 

Note 1: Development is to take into account the location of the gas pipeline to Camden Valley Way and Denham Court 

Road and the requirements of the infrastructure agency.  

Note 2: Development should also refer to the relevant Australian Standard, for example AS2107. 

 

Figure 4-2 : Camden Valley Way Section – medium density lot with studio/dwelling and rear lane access 

 

Figure 4-3 : Camden Valley Way Section – medium density lot with single dwelling and no rear lane access 
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4.5 Land adjacent to the Sydney Catchment Authority  Upper Canal 

Objectives  

a. To ensure that the Upper Canal is taken into account in siting, designing and constructing any proposed 

development adjoining or in the vicinity of the Canal.  

b. To ensure that development adjacent to the Upper Canal corridor does not impact on the continued 

operation of the Canal infrastructure.  

c. To provide for the safety and amenity of the public living or visiting areas adjacent to the Upper Canal. 

d. To protect water quality by preventing stormwater or other pollutants entering the Upper Canal system. 

Controls 

1. Where development (including subdivision) is proposed adjacent to the Upper Canal corridor, applicants 

shall consult with the Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA) as part of the process of preparing the 

Development Application.  Development is to be consistent with the SCA publication “Guidelines for 

development adjacent to the Upper Canal and Warragamba Pipelines".  Any written requirements of the 

SCA shall be submitted with the DA and the DA documentation shall show how the requirements have 

been addressed.   

2. Prior written approval shall be obtained from the SCA for any access that may be required to the Upper 

Canal corridor during the investigation and construction phases.  

3. Access points to the Upper Canal for SCA staff and contractors to carry out inspections and maintenance 

shall be retained or provided in accordance with SCA requirements.  

4. Earthworks (excavation or filling) and landscape works carried out adjacent to or crossing the Upper 

Canal shall avoid impacting on water quality and damaging the Canal infrastructure, in accordance with 

SCA requirements.  

5. Stormwater systems serving development adjacent to the Upper Canal shall be designed to ensure that 

stormwater does not enter the Canal. Stormwater management measures shall accommodate and not 

impede upstream flows from any systems that convey stormwater across, along or under the Upper 

Canal.  Detailed plans showing the proposed stormwater management and runoff from development are 

to be submitted with the Development Application.  The plans must demonstrate that stormwater will be 

managed up to the 1 in 100 year flood event to prevent runoff from within the Precinct entering the Canal. 

6. Shareways may be located to the front or side boundary of a lot. Where shareways are to the side 

boundary, fences are to be maximum 1.8m high to the rear yard only. Side fences are to be 1.2m to 

corners. 

7. Appropriate security fencing shall be provided, or existing fencing retained along the length of 

development boundaries that directly adjoin the Upper Canal corridor, in accordance with SCA 

requirements.  
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8. Where indicated on the ILP, a local road, shareway or pedestrian/ cycle way is to be provided, between 

development and the Upper Canal corridor. Refer to Figure 4-4 . Wherever possible a road is to contain a 

landscaped verge between the carriageway and Upper Canal corridor.  A footpath is not required to be 

constructed on the Canal side road verge as part of subdivision of adjoining land. 

9. The State Heritage status of the Upper Canal (Figure 2-6 ) should be taken into account when designing 

development adjacent to the Canal corridor. Refer to Section 2.3.4 of the Main DCP. 

Note: The Upper Canal is owned and managed by the Sydney Catchment Authority and is located on land classified as a 

controlled area under the Sydney Water Catchment Management Act 1998. The Canal begins at Pheasants Nest Weir on 

the Nepean River and transfers water from the Upper Nepean dams to the Prospect Water Filtration Plant to supply a 

significant part of Sydney’s drinking water. The Upper Canal is historically significant having functioned as part of 

Sydney’s main water supply system for more than 120 years and is listed on the State Heritage Register. The Upper 

Canal is also an aesthetically significant landscape element within the Greater Sydney Metropolitan region. 

 

Figure 4-4:  Typical access street/shareway - Sydney Catchment Authority Upper Canal  

 

 


